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Introduction
,

Th,e evaluation o any progrwp
receiving Title XX training. funds through.

4tt

, the
coordinating office at the University of Connecticut must serve three

-

_purposes. The evalust3pn muat provide
Information pertaining to the

. 4dffectiveness of' die programAn meetIng
.specifically stated 'objectives, Amust provide

a completedescflpt
f the program for the purposes of

ANT;;.4 4rep1icaton, and ,f.inalry, the evalu tion must include re6ommelthations forprogram imProvement.

_

.r.
- To accomplish_

these--threeggiaa evaluation. en'a variety of concep-

_

,/tually and procedurally differejl piojects, an eclecticiippFoach toevayidtion neededAo be developecto -4This paper pr ents:a description. of
'the types of combinations of procedureN which wer'è found to be useful insecuring the data required to meet the expressed goals Of Title-XXevaluations. A discussion of those procedures tried and found unsatisfac-tory will als.o be included so that others may benlit from.thi;3 evaluator'smistakes.

Background

.

Title XX is an amendment to

.

a

,he Social Security Act of 1947. TheQbjectives of Title XX sponsored grants are to work at the, state level to .

devel6p, expand, and
improve, the training of social servjce workers4 the

goal of Title )d
'funding-1F to provide

pn*opportunit'y fOr each state to

4

design and improve social service programs Ay Order to best -.fit the needs
of the

communities serv&I.° Td
accomplish .'these

objectives; Title XX funding
'Ass bert made available, to encOuiage three types of projectl:

1) needs
assessment and

curricUluM develop nt;
classrdom instruction; and

t
Any written products which result_ from Tiile XX funding need to be

prepared pith a dual levet
audience 'in mind. MOst information must'be

3) 'field instruction

presen'ted in a fashiob which is
apprdpriate for both the Content expert orr .

acadetnician implementing the program(s) as well as for the
current and \!.

future
participontsTIW Title XX service providers. ,

-;
(.

-

A wide variety of
sócial'service agencies mid social service provideriIg4

are served under the auspices of Title XX. Wi.thtn the atate of COnncticut

*

4
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there are r 500 individual Title XX eligible social service agencies.
.

These agencies include day care centers, prisoda, senior citizens centers,

regional welfare-and health centers, probation departments, tialfway. houses,

financial counaeling services, alcohol rehahilitatiqp andefob plagement

agencies, arid visiting nurse services'in addition to gogrious. other agencies.
4

The ove1,6,000 social service providers employed by tfiese agenciesL cone front
1

a wide rytnge of educ tional ,backgrounds.' Approxlmately 15 percent of the
.

mpleted -the e4uivalent of a high school education,employees have not
e .

5-3-percent-have.a-h gb athool diploma, 19.perttnt havecompleted' An under-

-graduate college 9gree program.".and about 13 peccent have a graduate

degl-ee (figures sed upow1977 estimates).

Bearinig in mind the.scope of training'funded through Title,XX monies

and the heterogeneous naturq of-.the population served, it is clear that

varioua evalqation procedures need.to be implemented to chronicle,the
_

development and effectiveness of trainidg programs. -Rather thap relying on

single Nrmula for evaluation, man/ types of evaluation,techniques are used

"in concert. Thedifferent evAluative procedur6spro meaningful data for

social,service.agenciel, program developers, programhparticipants, and for
,N

the funding office:itself. In constructing the eValuations, the needs of

each data recipient are critttal in determining the typea of procedures used.

Social service agtncies needsdata_describing what skills each of their

employees h/ve and will:have as the result.of training. Program participants

need,information arding what training is or will be available and hot
. , .

such.training pan it with their job related needs. 'The program deillitlopers .

and funding office need to know how effective a Programs'has been,:boW to
%

improve effectiveness, and how to replicate-the desirable outcomes. The

proCeddres described.in the rest of this-document are a sample of the tyPes

bf methods used tl meet the expressed evaluation'needs of Title XX grants.
0 ,

Core Procedures

. ,

Many of the specific wealuationprocedures implemerhed On Title XX

grants are "individualized" to fit negds and goals of the different grants, 4

kilt there are two procedures which are constant throughout all pgants funded.

i/ These twelcoir-e procedures are the development and use of behavioral okiectives
I
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(3,r goal statements arail.the del.ielopteut Of a detailed description or chronicle

Of all procedures used or events occurring during'he course of the,grant

period. These two cote piCwcedures provide the backbone for all 'sUbsequent ,
.

evaluation procedures. They have-been found co b invaludble when attempting

to provide information for agencies arid participants as well as for

dissemination and replication.

. Statement of Goals

. .
.

While not ne.cessarily thought of as a traditidnal method of evaltiation,

behavioral objectives, or specific goal statements, have.been found,to play a

critical part in Titfe XX grant evaluations. The importance of specific
. ,

objecAves are best summarized by Robert Mager (l975)".....if you're not Sure
6.,

where you're going, you're liagle to end up someplace else-(preface):." In
.( /

the. case Title XX grants, if erincipal'investigators (academics in mOst

cases), agency personnel (boat adWinistrative and direct service providers),

, and the evaluator(s) do not know the specific intent or goals of a given

grant, eacti party may end up tm a different place and with a different degree

of satisfaction as a result of having original impresdions of goals met or

unmet at the conclusion of a grant. it\ is not uncommon for an academic

acting as a-principal inVestigator on a grant for a first time to'assume that -

hig audience will easily understand coutent specific jargon or broad, sweeping
.

statements describing potential'outcomes. It is similarly likely that,/

administrative personnel and service providers in agencies enter training

programs provided as a result of'a grant with preconceived expectations Which

may be independent of- actual.trainitig con'tent. Hence.it is imperative'to
4 1

generate specific descriptions of what oO tcomes will result from the implementa-

tion of each grant.
t. .

The specifically sfated objectives also erovide a baSe from which an

evdluator should build all suhsequent evaluation procedures. The statement of

objectives should provide a description of the behaviors, attitude changes,.

service changes or permanent product's whach sh(!ld be evident at the oon-
.

clusion of the granf if the grant staff has been effeCeive in meetirig stated.'

gotits. , In other words, statements of the obj tives/pf a given grant should

provide he basic framework for the evaivati4i. They*should identify all

components of'the grant which rrant n8peetkbn to determine.efTeCtiveness

r
A

6
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as well as suggesting a means4for.ev4luation of the degrge of effectiveness.

'For example, a specific objective of a grant funded for the developffient of

.training films may VUOLG. that eight color videotapes will be produced.
7:

In that, case, it would be alea r that.the first step in the evaluation would/be

ir
determine if all eight films were produced by the conclustbn of the grant

perioce If fewer than eight wereproduced, or if some were produced in

black and white rather than color, then the gkant has been less than 100Z"

effective in meeting stated go4s. It s then Clear that certain recommends-
.

tions (i.e., a revision.in filming schedule) are necessary before replication

may be 'considerpd..- -

This very straightforward example,may'seem even to obviouslto bother

to state,)but that has not been found to be the case. It'is possible fort\ )

'grant ppposals to inclu4ç vaguely stated goals as "appropriate training

tapes will be aeveloped. \In such an instance it is unclear how many and

what. kind of tapes will J21 developed, how long the tapes will be, etc. The

specific .objectives help eliminate any.inappropriate expectations.

A second example of the usefulness of objective goal statements is
4

illustrated by a proposal to train agendy personnel in the area of consumer

rights and responsibilities. One of the Original goals of Ol proposed

grant had been,stated "to provide training-for service providers in th e area .

of Food Stamps and Food Issues." .As stated, that goal was subject to a wide

range 0 interpretatioA. As finally described in a more specific goal state-
,

menf, the-intent of the training was identified ag "to prepare the service

. provider to explain to clients, (1) new regulations regarding the Revised
.

Food Stamp Eligibility.Formula, (2) eligibility requirements fcv Food Stamps,,
..

.(3) procedures involved in secUring Food Stamps,..." The specific restate-
,

ment of the training goal helped eliminate any agency misunderstandings of

what skills sta.fl workers would develop as a result of training. Logical

evaluation procedures (for example, observe participants explain regulations,

eligibility requirements'procedures, eic. to clients) were also implied by

the goal staeements. ,

Aside from establishing specific and accurate expe'ctations for the
4

results of lunded .proposals and priding a framdwork for subsequent

evaluation procedures, objective goal statements racilltate publicity efforth.
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in recruitment of participanfs and ease AisseminatiOn efforts. If well

stated, instructional object1ve
7/
may be included fn.broachUrds and flyers.

. .

used to publicize classes and workshops. When used in this way:the

objectives are effectivie and efficien
tt

tools for communicating expected

instructional outcomes to both the direct service providers and administv-
.

ttve personnel in Title 7X agencies. Upon compfetion o any grant these

sane objectives may 6e nsed to communicate to Title A age cies-in other

states the types of goals which have been achieved throug funding.efforts.

In that way, agencies in other states may capitalize upon the national

naturelof Title XX funding. An agency in Califtornia, seeing the stated.

objectives of a grant funded in Connectfcut may decide that those objectives

fit existing training needs. At that Point,.time and effort may be S'aved

and effe^ctiveness may be improved bi replicatingthe grant.os ?as
-

funded it Connecticut and implementing any recommendations from the

original.grant. Hence, disSemenation.and replicatiod of Title XX grants

are enhanced by the use Of objective gbal statements,/

Detailed Description of Procedures and Events

7-..The.second0.core prOcedure implemented on all grants is the requiremOpt

of a de.tailed chronitle of the development of.the grant and any instruction

'funded thraugh the grant. The parts or requirements of these chronicles

are adapted to the nature Of*the grant receiving funding. In the case of a

treeds assessment and curriculum developMent grant, a description of the,

development of any assessment questionnaires used, a copy of questionnaires
.

used; a written description of the procedures used in interv,iewsl, dates of

all interviews or mailings, a list of agencies and individuals Contacted, a

list,of agencies and individuals
r4

esponding, an

rate,(as,a.percentage of the targeted populati

degcriptiomorthe stratification of-the sqmpl

estimate of the response

n.for the assessment), a
V.

responding'to an assessment

and a summary of the results of an Assessment are required: The descriptions.

p!?.rtaining specifically to the curriculum development portion of a grant must

include an identification of any existing curriT culum similar to the one
. .

developed And where the existidg one(s) may be found, any cur'rigulum

.pbserved during the gourse of developing the new one, any references used

during Ole course of curriculum development, the materials .(tapes, journals,
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audiovisual equipment, etc.) which wolild be required to imPlement the.new

curriculum, the Wamesof any persons 'known to be skilled in that particular
. . . .

. .

content area and prepare8 to implement the.currieul", and a description of.
% .

. the audience for whom the curriculum was developed. When olassrooi or

Herd instruction are-the -goals pf the grant, descriptions1Should 'include

the names and dffiliations or all irptructors and guest speakers, the names

ageAy affiliation and general demographic information pertaining to' all
,

. particfpants,'the cime and loc ion at whidh the class or. workshop

11_ ennducted.and an.annotated.ur eco-outline as aetually iM# plemented (-tncluding-
,

all hando ts and overheads used, a ll.st of referencm materials used, a

.bibtiograp y' of related read4ngs aria reference materials, a description of
,

all actiyities used, etc.). In all cases,-be it assessment and curriculum

development or any kind of instruction, the names, agemcy affiliation and

job description Of any personnel involved in the actual grant itself mu-st

be included.
, A,

,These descriptions serve two-purposes. First they provide all
.

. 1c. )-

- igipxmation necessary for a
,

replication of the grant. Theppropriate
.

.

.

---,vau ence has been defined and the technital workings of the grant are

,identified. From these deAcriptions interehted Title XX funding agencies'in,

other states or other Title XX,coordinatinroffices sgould,be abp to

implement similar progra-mA with predictable results: In addit4on, the

descriptions provide data for accountability purposes, Identifying ho was

responsible for what'and what actually occr.uried as a result,of,fun ing.

r . The second use of the descriptiL.ons 1-s to provide names and agenc4es

served for fhe potential usef of the programs developed. The potential

user, etther another Title XX coordin ng offide,an ag ncy, or an individual

service pr6vider,should have sufficient information fro -these descriptions

to pvafuate program procedures for appro,priateness in meeting existing

.;needs. The name.of both grant staff and'Progiam participants'should also

potentiaf user a hedd'start if he or she wishes to get additional'

impressions, from those directly involved in th grant. Lf one has any
/7

questions.remaining rollowing reading of an evaluation-reporf, these detaile4

descxiptfons sh6uld provide direction as tewhom should be oantacted

secure answers to questions.
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A caution to the reader is necessary at this point. It has been the

experience of this evaluator to find it difficult to secure detailed

instructional outlines'. This has been found .to .be the case in particular

when well known content expertchaftbeen invited to address a group of

Service providers during a workshop qr workshop Series. Unless contingencies

are arranged in advance, worksh3t.1leaders may be reluctant to submit revised

owtlines of material,actually covered duriag instrudtion. It appears'that

one ofthe failings of human Atture is to assume that once payment for

instruction is Teceived, no further responsibilities exist. In light of

past experiences, the Title XX'office at the University of Connecticut is

'experimenting with modified contingency-contracts. In some Cases,Nparticu-

larly when national experts'or invited speaker are 'included.in classes or

workshops, contracts are written with receipt af paYipent contingent upon-
.

the im-incipal investigator or coordinattng offite rec iving certain

#
documents. For example,'an expert may receive 25 percent of his total

honorarium following.submission of specific behavioral objectives foi a given

instructional unit, another 25 percent following proiviision of a proposed

instructional outline, 25 percent following actua14nutruct1on and the

final 25 percent upon receipt of A revised, annotated instructional outline.

Again, this procedure is currently being explored, so its effectiveness and

limitations are.not yet clear.

Additional Procedures 4

In almpst all cases additional evaluation procedures are used to either

supplemene Or validate thee 'core.procedures: The most appropriate procedurei

to include on each separate grant are Chosen fnom a group.or pool of methods

to be discussed in this section. Selection,of procedures is based upon the

specific behavioral objeCtives stated fof each project.

.Criterion-Referenced Tests

Whenever possible, a pre- and post-instructional administration gf.-rark

objective, content based test is.used-to ass change in knowledge or skills

evidented by'participants. Criterion reférertd Legts are used for this
-

, 11.

y purpose. As suggeSted by"Popham (1978) criterto.n-xeferenced tests are

probably 'ae best tools avai*able to secure 13pec1fIc information descrIbIng

5.1

a.

A

ii
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1

what a person can or cannot do. The use of criterion-referenced test also

-uakes it possible to closely match test content with actual instruction in

classes,"seminars or workshops.

The use of criterion-referenced pre- and post-testing directly serves
4

two of the three purposes underlyisng the evaluatiod of Title XX funded ,

projects. First: by-comparing pre- to post-test's :scores,' it is easy to

discern a-change in knowledge or skill level. This information pertains

directly to -determining the effectiveness_of instructionally oriented grants

-Th.n meeting objeCtiveg. A vgIsted benekit of such testing is that if the
.

oriterion-referenced tests are appropriatefy developed to give.good content

sampling, of the entire instructional domain, post-tests May serve to provide

evidence of skills participant§ have follbwiAg instruction.

The second use of scores from pre- and pcW-tedting is for instructional ,

improvement; If we refer to Bloom's (1976) basic, model of instruction,'

it is clear ettat training is most-effective when teachers have a good sense
),

of the entering abif ies of co rse or workshop participants. Knowledge of d.r

the characteristics of the audi nce allows for 1n4truction to b'e adjusted .

to the most Appropriate level for participant understanding. Unfortunately,

we cannot all' sense audience needs a priori. The use of a pre-test allows

for a systematic collection Of data describing the entering abilities of

participants. If these data are collected in advance, changes in'planned

instructional techniques or'content may be macie to best fit audience-needs.

But data are not always collected in sufficient time to allow for

revisions in instruction before implementation.- In those instances,.it is

the post-test data which provide the information for improving the

effeckiveness of instru'ction. Through the use of item analysis, content which

was.made understandable to only a portion'of the audience or oontent which

was'misunderstood by.all the participants.is identiffed. Based upon the

combined results,pf pre-and post-test administrations of criterion referenced

testS, specific revisions in instructional content for an explicitly defined

audience can and,shold be derived. These.recommendations are provided for

agencies considering requesting a repOcation of the program, for principal

investigators responsible fof a replication, and for, other coordinating offices

reviewing training efforcs..

1
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Self- Report of Skills-

A procedure often used in conjunceion with criterion-referenld tests

is participant self report of Skill levels. When cOupled.with criterion-.

referenced tets, self report may be used to cross validate post-test scares-

as well as to generalize estimates of knowledge gained in broad content

domains through the use of a limited number of-questions. . The use of self-

report without a criterion.referenced test, while less preferable than an

,-.0bjecttive evaluation, lias been turned to in some specific instances. In

some workshops the con ent presented does not fit.easily into an objective

testing model. For e mple, when presenting training to human service

providers in areas s di as how,to influence ,"staff burnout" in mental

institutions, or how to deal with clients problems in the emotional areas

of death and dying, content based objective tests sewn'awkward and potentially

offensive. In those instances the4.elf report measures, while clearly not

as'systematic, objective or unbiased and valid as criterion-referenced tests,

do help proxide information about participants sense of knowledge gained.

A quite different instance when self report of knOt4ledge or skills

gained appears appropriate is where a needs assessment has been conducted

prior to training. ,Potential participants of Title XX training programs

are typically asked-to report on their "present" and "desired" skill level'

in a given doMain as part of a needs assessment to _determine training

priorities (see Appendik A for an illustration of such an instrument ).

In those situations, a logical conclusion to training efforts is tO ask the

audience to again rate their "present" and "desired" skill levels-in specific

,conte.nt domains. If post-instructional self ratings of skills are of the
,

. . .

same level as the pre-instructional needs assesSment, then training has been

less than effective.* On'the other hand, if "presentkand "desired".levels
-

of skills are appraaching the same ratings following participation, the,

training'has proBably been appropriate.

Attitude Change Scales.

While a change in skills or a crease in knowledge of content by

service providers is the primary goal of most Title XX training, other

subSidiary and often less tangible goals are also pursued. Given the t

1
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nature of the JO performed by

sepices to clients, aachange

opfimal grant effectiveness.

0-

the Title 10(empaofte,,to provide human

in attitude is ogtenApical tb insuridg

Illustrations pertainingto ellent coAern

for death'and dyinOand how to Aealywith "staff burnout" or decrease in

motivation on the partof the direct care proVidet have already been
, .

mentioned. Another area when attitude change may have a critical impact on

theffectivseneSs of training is marital-and family therapy. In order

to be an effectivefamily or marital counselor, it_js imperative to

undE'rsfand multiple possible-solutions.to- family 4nd/or-marital-problems

In order to uhderstand those possible solutions, it seems importanCto

ap.proach the alfernativbs with arl, open and unbiased aetitude. In.other

4 words,-Title XX providers &mist often put asne precoriceived attitudes in

order to be effective learners'and/or human service providers. "Thus,

attitude change is often a goal of Title XX funded-projects.

The area of measuring attitudes and attitude change is the most

4 difficult domain within. the.Title XX evaluation system. Attitudes, by

nature of being a construct, are difficult,to define and measure: When

possible, previously developed attitude scalesfare used; Two references

whichahave been of great help in locating scales amehab1e,te measuring' 4k

anticipated changes in participants.' attitudes are Measures.of Social

Psychological Attitudes (Robinson and

OcCupational Attitudes and Occupationa

Athanasiou, and He9(71976). These two

the intent, development, validity and re

1978) and Measures of
1-

aracteristies -(Robinson, ,

Volumes present descriptions of 9.---,
7'

liability evidence and samplag'of_

,items from a large number of establlshed instruments used to me ure

- constructs. These books have often been found to providsii6tigh .informaCion'

to allow for the selection of a scate or scales to Tea ure intended outcomes.
, ---'

When it is clear that no appropriate scale exist's to serve the purposes of
_....._ A-, .

'a given grant evaluation, the Robinson et0161. references have been useful
--
-

J'n providing item and test forTatS-which hde been appropriate for measuring

related constructs, thereb-lhelping to establish.a basis' or format for a

scale to'be_develOped within.the course of a particular grant.

. -

Development of Criterion-Referenced Tests and Attitude- Scales

. .

Whenlattitude-_change scalea or criterion-referenced tests ate developed
. .

,

C
1- 0,
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s

for use on.a grant a semi-structured instrument development ocess,is
- .

emplóyefl. First,-specific hypotheses ire eXpectations are.stat d.describing

what change n attitudeb, skills orknowledge'of content ill anticipAted.

Once a domain is specified by 016 hypotheses or expeCtanc seatements, items -

which reflect a representative sampling of the domain dt developed. The

ttems are.then-reviewed by at least two experts,.one content eipert to

determine the-face validity of the item, the second reviewer to determine
.

if-th& item format is appropriate (if all grammar is ccirrect., if thereA.s

any,obVious-influence of a.testWiseness cUetwithin thi item, etc..).

Following the.revision of 'any items or scales which show' eVidênCe of Profilems

'during ,the first re"view, the items aie combined into 'a 'test or scale and, if

time permitA, piloted with a group representative of the anticipated audience.:

When the instrument being developed is a criterion-reerenced test,

responses aressubmitted.to an item analysis. Based upon the difficulty an

discrimination indices resulting from the item analysis, individual items

are again revised when necessary and put into final form. Yhen the scale

in-question is being developed to measure attitudes, a 'factor analyses of

the pilot data* is conducted. Deletion of.items, incorporation of new or

additional items is then based upon the factors which emerge from the .

-

analysis.

The-major ifroblems encountered in-scale development for Title XX

evaluations pertain to item writing and.piloting.of seales. Development of

good items is cOntingent upon at least two factois - knowledge of the

boundarigs of the domain to be sampled and'en understanding of item,writing.

procedures. As alluded tolprevionsly, it is sometimes difficult to seure

specilic outlines of codtent and goalstatements from workshop presenters or

classroom instructors well in advance of.actual training. This difficulty

has led to experimentation with eStablished contingencies (for example,

perleentsd totai Payment is-released following receipt of either an

in-,depth outline or some sample test items for a criterion-referenced'

instrument) within contract agreement6 with content experts. The other

problemi, that of Securing welLwriteen items.or, persons with good item writing

4 skills, remains unresolved. It appears that item writing is as much dllan

art as a science and that expertise comes with practice. These skills are
.

.
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generally absent from the large repertoire of skilrs of trainers and field
. .

instructors. on-grants, as well may be expected. The content experts
-

empl oyed by Title XX- pojects are p4marily concerned with'imparting skills

and knowledge to direct care provide'rs. These experts have little time to
4

covern'themselves with how to write a multiple choice item, what descriptors

to include in a semantic differentiAl)or hOw to limit the influence of

social desirability in resPonses. UnfortUnately, this problem has"meant

that. in most cases an item writing,exprrt'IS.either fOrced to work closely
a

and for many hourswith the contenE expert or to become a content expert

'-himsea: Again, this problem rewins unsatisfactorily resolved at this
*

point.

The other major problt-m, piloting newly aeveloped instruments, is more

time consuming and meehanically frustrating than procedurally difficult.

'The time of service providers is often at a premium - they are loaded and.

overloaded with responsibilities to clients. It is dAfficult and'takes

many phone calls and hours to secure" a representative audience in advance

of actu al training. Response rate to pilot tests disseMinated ehrough the

mail or directly to agencies is dishearteningly low. BeCause of problems

'evident in,trying to secure a truely represeiltatixe sample, an alternative

chosen in many cases is to.pilot items on captive-audiences which are

readily available (foi example, intact college classes, workshop or training

groups of. Title XX. koviders, etc.) This alternative is unsatielactory'.and

efforts are still being made to find other more representative audiences to

serve as samples for instrument development.

The problems described aboveare the major contribus to,delays in an

instruMent development process. Ideally, an item pool is deVeloped well

enough in advance to allow for necessary-reviews, revisions, piloting, analysis,

and final revisions of items. Frequently 'time runs'tOo short to allow for

the full and recommended procedures of instrument development. In reality,

corners sometimes peed to 'Me cut on Title XX instrument development.ventures.

Theie is no set pattern by which the corners are cut. Judgemental decisions .

are made by tlie Title XX coordinating office staff in concert with individual

grant staff about what protedures max be eliminafed with the least amount of

threat to the validity and integrity of those instruments developed.
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Beh&vioral Observation

Another procedure used as.a validity check fot in truments employed in /

Title'XX evallations IsLbehavioral observation. Ac al on 6e job imple-

,amentation of newly developed skills offers a handy criterion to be used as-.

evidence of the concurreatr validity of content and attAtude tests. The most

easily implemented forms of behavioral observation have been found 65 be .

diaries or logs and supervisor or cohort reports. .,

Diaries ir logs have"been a conyenient' way far Title XX employees to

keep-track of -eypical prd,blems raised ty-their clients duriii.g -the couTse of

participapion in training programs. The'iniermation id these logs may be
.

uSed for many evaluative.purposes. .It can provide examples for trainers to

use which closely reflect typical problemd -dealt vitfiy Title XX.service

proyiders.c Recotds of proposed solutions to'client problem's reflect an

understanding or lack of understanding of material presented in training.

The incident, recorded in logs aad changes in proposed solutions provide
%.

evidence of implementation of skills learned thrdugh participation in progrpms-
.

funded thrOugh Title XX fands, the final goal of training efforts. Finally,:
. .

information from logs is;used to make revisions in training curricula and

recommendation's foT improvements in instruction.

EOg.or diary entries.are subject to iftfluences of social desirability

and image management: Supervisor or cohdrt observations of procedures used

or behaviors exhibited by grmnt participants have been found. helpful in

adding external checks of, the validity of self reports in logs and diaries.
1 N

the major difficulty in:securing observations by others has been the time

restrictions faced by most Title XX employees. As previously stated,-

Tifle XX employees are cammonly overloaded with client cases and paperwork

and do-not look favorably upon'additional- chores. Keeping requests for

supervisor or cohort ratings short, specific and to the point has been found

to be.most advantageous in collecting,such data. FOr.example, it is far

preferable to ask, the cohort of a participant if the participant shared skirls

learned in training, has used more group rather than individual therapy, with

clients, ot simply responds quicker to messages than before partic1p4tion-
.

rather than asktfig cOhorts "Have you noticed any changes in yo.ur.fellow worker?

Mbre structpred behavioral observations have been used on various grants
-
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with variable degrees ofeauccess. When conducting field instruction in '2-
.

(
'behavioral techniques with the staff at a residential institution for

. . . .

...

, mentally retarded clients, structured behavioral obgervations of . ,

.

,partiApants' interaction's witb cfients has been found'a succeasflil

uhtion toolt When a similar,technique was attempted in a day care setting,

following instruction, the procedure,failed. While found unobstrusive

in the institutional setting,.observers were found to be,too disruptive to

be maintained in-the day ears faeility:.,
.

o,ther instances,.videatapes of 'classes on individual participants
, . e,

during the first and final weekg o4 training have provided behavioral

evidence of change following instruction. The videotape- method has been

found particularly worthwhile Dor use in sign language clasaes taught for

social service providers working with deaf clients. The tapes.ill6.gtrate

change in behaviors of signinggfollowing instruction ds well as giving

participants a look at their own effectiveness in 'non-Iingual communication.

A final Dorm of behavoral obser-vation experimented Inthland found

effective in-Title XX grant evaluation is the use 9f observatl9ntthrough

m one-way mirroT: Following training in.group facilitatiOn And group .

therapy techniques, Title XX partic4pants were pdt in,gimulated:group . ,

therapy situations. Unobtrusive observation through,a one-way mirror of

the methods employed:by Title XX par'tidipant in structuring and leading
. . .

the'groups prdvided eVhience of-skills develoPed follbwing instruction. The

observationg also hejped identify skill areas Which Atill needed practice,

thus identifying -recom'mendations for'improvements in trAining gontent.

''A summary of the "use of behavioral observation as an evaluation tool'

vast stressits unparalleled value in prOviding a criterion Dar estimat,ing

the concurrent and construct validity of any other evaluatiOn technlques

emploYed. Paper and. pencil measures, interviews and self'reports gre
t

unquestionably more efficient methods of evaluhtion than is behavioral

observatfon. EffiCiency of evaluation,,however, must be carefully weighed

against the validity of observation. Perhaps the problem is best summarized

py tcheirer'(1978). wh.en she suggests,"When looking "for evidence of
%

behavioral change'taward program goals, don't believe anyone's...impressions,

including yourown. _Pehavioral'changes require behaviorql evidence (p. 67)."

(
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If the final wal of Tittle )0( funding is to imierove servicetto clients, t en
?

the behaviorVto be oUservedfollowing training are servrces tb add

interactions- itfi clients.

But beha ioral observatioris are probably diefmost diificult form of
,

.

evaluatton data to collecr. ; Behavioral observation iiP4costly.. Title XX

t 9 '

0 l

agencies are frequently reluctant to oppn their doors to outside obseivers.
_

,

Cohort and' supeck/isor ratUng0. arernot nearly 'sd structured or systematic :

.

as wouldbe hof)ed fox in observation &le's.. It.is frequentlidiffiCult

to target Ie isveciTicitiehaviors to observ; in natyral settings..

difficult to knola hOw vaiid a. generaliation,froin a simulated sitpation to
.

. , . .

.
.

,

fan on the job setting may be. The list of problems tied to behalltoral lili,

,
. . . 4 .

.

'observations gdes on and on.
/

So how may we balance theqbenefits of behavioral obsIrvation as an'
. .

limitatj.ons evident in reality? This

good item writing and securing

remains unresolved. At present, the

policy of the Title XX offiCe at the University of Connecticut is to
. 4.

continue.eo collect as much Mkservailori data as poS'sible and explore.any
. ,

,

new, unobtrusive, econoMic and feasible procedures which may be, devised.
4g

-
t

evaluation tool with its practical

questionas-t4 'one pertaining to

reprOentative participant samples

Participanxs'. Subjective Ratings
,

i
. .

.

' Participant satisfattion questionnaires wit used bn all graAs funding,
,..

field or classroom' insttuction%. ..these instruments are.jéngrally very

. straightforward, asking for parlcipants ratingslof. dRe physisal arrange-.

,

menis of the training, materials used during training, scheduling, etc.

Such Wstionnaires have well documented limitations, 'the greatest Of which

is the:ferldancy for Participants torgive inflated and unjustly positiVe-
.

responses'(Scheirer, 1978). In recognition of the limitation's of theses

s to determine the concurrent and construct validity
\ at

Typleally, ihese p4ocedures employ multiple

Chany scores in knowledge Of content (pre-test

nCed fests are subtracted from post:test,scores

questionnaires effort

of responsee ar% made

regres sion techniques

score; n criterion

to determine a change scor post-test scores.on criterion-referedced

teists, indices of attituslia and.attitude changes in re1a4d areas,

attendance at classes, compretidn'of assignments, etc. are commonly used
,

. .
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to vredict participant ratings on Uatisfaction queetionnaires., The extent

Awhich participaht'satisfaction can be acotirately predicted and the

apparent logic of the predictors (for:example, high post-test scorea add '

%large change scores with regard to knotaledke.of crontent would intui,tively

show a positive correlatibn with satisfaction-scpres) give suppoft to or

-refute the construct validity ot 'satisfa.ction.questiopnaite responses.

illsefulness ratings 14 participants are treated in Much the'same way

as are the responses.tO satisfaction questlonnaires. Rathdr than asking :

14.rticipants for their ratings of th.e comfort..of the.aatting of Instructions.

'whether they felt,,that a,class wds scheduled at an approprfate ti,me or'if

claSs was too large or too long, usefulness lue,Stionnaires 4ttempt-to

deterMine,how relevant tfaining was to actual arid anticipated job

requirehents. Whenever

responSes to usefulness

,ship'betoeen usefulness

possible an investikation of the yalidity of

questionnaires is conducted by comparing the relation-
.

ratings'and othet evidence tofgrant effectivenesa..
. .

Ilihe usefulness-ratings are primarily for program revisions and as a source

of recOmmendations fok improvements. Such rating'instruments commonly

require participants to identify aspects bf the training wfiich.were most and

least benefiefal; endeavors which were molit npplicable to job demands and those

7 least relevant to job-demands. These aspects of the ratings help capture

specific feedback to individpalize training-activities to fit specific job
4 .t. r.

,

- .

and agenny demands.
/ .

.. . .
:

A participant rating form-vhfch.was developed for) use in the evaluation
. -

, - . .

of training programs, 'particularly those programs conducted in a classroom
. ,.

setting, Is includbd in Appendix R. This questionnaire'has sone through a

series of reviqions..and'instidment deVelopment procedures. There are five

factors underlying the version of the scale presented. The factors'were

derived from
0
a principal components analyses of the data describing. ratings

4

from 12Kpareicipants in mor than 20 instructional programs. . The five

factors pertain to.course mateeials, course content; course scheduling, the

:use and uniqueness of`Ae information presented, and the audioVIsual aids

and course-length. The 'average alpha estimate of the reliability of the

, factors is .69. Tfie.items defining each,of the factors are identified in
7

Appendix .

a

13
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The Rrima y use of ratings froirt the scale has been to prbvide feedback
..
y . 1,

. .

,to instr7CtorSJOr the purpose of instructional improvement. 1)rocedures to

compare/rating4'of instruction following feedback.of ratings are now being

explo 'ed. The' ilse of the ratingAnstrument as part of a :formative as well
, .

\
t .

as a summative4valuation procedure is also being investigated.,
_

IA CD clusion
.1

,

The infoimation collected through the use of any/or all of the procedures

scribed above must be summari4ed upon the completi n of.each grant. Again,
7

v
a

the tOret,put 'oses of the extaluation must be broughp to mind. fn
.

additión,. .

, t
,

,

the poterctia audience reading .t110 evaluatimust lie remembered. Title XX
,

agency persogolel, the staff of other Title XX coo dinating.offices and,other

prinitipal 19 stigators must all be able.to compy.tehend the evaluation. For

this reasonjevaluation reports dkvided into se tions are recommended.

Conceptual itaScriptions should beincluded in e text* the report,

technical. descriptions included in appendices. The sections should speak

directly to'.:the purposes oi the eValUation as well as being upderstandable

to the entire audience.

The first section should restate the goals'of the project in as simple

terms as possible. These terms are expanded upon' and elaborated in the-

specific 041 statements which should follow. Next, a description of the

pariteulaT'evaluatipn'procedures used on that grant should be given. Such,

a description should remain nontechnical in the text. A more detailed,'

elaborate,'itechnical desCription (including such things as specific computer
r

programs eMbIoyed,.evidence of all pilot and revised instruments used, etc.) -.

-

shourdtbe 'included in an appendix. Following the description of the
i'!(-;

evaluatiok$cheMe, a chronicle of the program should be includea. All

specific n mes and job descOptions as well as anpotated content outlines,

reference etc., may be included in an appendix. .F011owing the program

descripti results from the evaluation procedures shoOld be summarized.

Finally, 4commendations for program improvements, generalization of training
.t.

efforts a04 logical follow-up training programs_should be described. By
0 : \

presentinirthe material in such a the interested reader may.be able tO
,

1

.

tunderstan conCeptual framework) of whal.occued doting the course of
4

a grant, atermine whether the gr;/ nt Wis effective in T.ecting staced goals,

,4

:
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and identify how to improve the grant. The more intereSted or crAtical .1

reader should be able to make bse of the more technical append±tes to

answer any questions remaining following a readitl of the text.

It was the intent of. ehis evaluator to present spme of the-procedures

fouAd effective in constructing evaluations for a broad range of grants.. #

It was also my intent to share' wtth_others my mistakes and fruStrations in

.implementing evaluation protedures. I hope that §iiis document may se-rye

as a description tp save someone from encountertng similar problbms, and .

to-Spur others to explore areas and possible splutfons .they otherwise might,

have ignored. If any reader should have thoughts to share in this'domain

which is continually being.explorid, I would greatly airid -sincerely

appTeciate sharing them.

_

66

616 6
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1, .9 Appendix Aftnut UMW* ASSSSSMENT = dOVISISITY or oolitacTuuT

TO: Agendy Personnel

a.

Job Title
,

S

Agency' .

Title MK Agency. "ielk lh,

4

NUmber of yeats'of-school completed.

Number of.clients dealt with im am &virago day,

All replies will-be emitted as confidential.

P"

Thp following are areas which art eurxently being considered.as topics for
in-depth training sessions to be conducted An your agency. Could you indicate
for each topic your PRESENT leTel of knowledge and your mum level of
knowledge. It maY.bs helpful to think about how,importani seat toptc-is to your.,job responsibilities and job demands *ken you rite your DSOIRSDI'level of

.knowledge. Remember, you.will need to rats each topic twice,-once for PRESENT
knowledge, once for DRS.IRED knowledge.

,

Car Re air

- Little,
Knowledge'

Present 1

1-
Desired 1

Consumer Agencies 4 *, Present

Desired

Consumer Credit Present

2

Desired 1 2

Door to Door Selling . ....1\..PAmmvent

.

3

3,

3

3. 4
4.

3

.3

a

,..,4

1 2," 3 ..
,,,

Desired, \ "I. 2 .3

.9 3

y.
z

Knowledge

5

cti)

M./. P

!a

4

*sift ems

5

5 ,

7
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I

Aiency Personnel -2-

10

I. ,Yle

Food Issues Present

-Desired
Lab AMPOilr

Food.Stamps Present

Desired

Funerals -v- Ell -Present

Desired

Little
Knowledge

1 2

1 2

1 2

/

`''.11 2,

1. 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

2

2

2

1. 2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

rim

11111

am.

4

4

mr

4

4

4

4

4

4

i

ra

Much
Kiowledge

_

or& mom

4

5

5.

5
Imes

5

5

5

5

5

.1.1m%

4' .

Mail Order Predent

A

Desired

hirdhase.of Medical present,
Services

Desired

Tenant/Landlord, Present

Desired-

r-

Warranties Present

Desired
4

Additional arlas for trdlning

What time rould yoliprefer to have the.irsining sessions? a.m.

Hiv often would you prefer to have these training 'elisions? -__,94y weekly
0 .

monthly

Hourlong doyou feel-lack sessionshould, be ior you to derive the.most benefit?

ft r II

A

2 hours mol14. 4 hours.

Whit day of iheliviek di you prefer to have 1trainingl
I

1 day

4
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A .

Agency Personnel -3-

Would it be better for you to have the training in your own agency or. at
, a separate site?. own agency separate site

DO you iiid job rellase'd time in order to participate in this type oftraining1 yes no'
a

Please give the primary language of your clients:

lEnglish,

11,

1.

s

rs

Z Spanish

Other (Spicily
. 100% total

/

e

,r4/6
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couRSE TITLE

DEPARTMENT

Appihdim B

COURSE NUMBER,, CREDITS

INSTRUCTOR YOUR TITLE OR JOS DESCRIPTION

(1) WAS THE CONTENT COVERED IN THIS COURSE RELEVANT TO YOUR PRESENT 408 ROLE?

a. Alwayi relevant
b. Relevant most of the time
c. Relevant half of the time

111=11111=11

d. Occasionally relevantMONI.M. . Rarely relevant ;.

.

(2) WAS THE CONTENT COVERED IN THIS COURSE RELEVANT TO FUTURE REQUIREMENTS WHICH
YOU FORESEE AS BEING INVOLVED IN YOUR JOB ROLE?

a. Always relevaot
b. Relelant emstiof tha time
c. Relevant hall! (if the time '.'

reilevant r

s. Rarely relevant.

(3) DO YOU 'FEEL THAT THE OTENT COVERED IN THIS COURSE WILL 3E H PFUL, IN EXPANDING
YOUR JOB ROLE OR IINSTITUT,ING NEW PROGRAMS OR SERVICES RELATED /OUR JOB?

a. Extremely helpiful
-b. Moderately helpful

C. A bit helpful
d. Not very helpful
. Not at all helpful

,
't

ft

(4) DO YOU FEEL THAT THE CONTENT COVERED IN\QH/S COURSE WILL HELP YOU IN Dt/ELOPING
YOUR'CAREER?-

a. Ext remely help ful
b. Moderately helpful

41. A bit helpful t
d." Not very helpful
e. Not at all helpful

(5) WAS THE INFORMATION COVERED IN THIS COURSE riEw TO YOU?

a. Yes, all of the information was new
b. Yes, most of the information was new .

c. Some of the information was new
d. No, most of the information was old
e. No, all of the information vas old

(6) DO YOU THINE THAT YOU WOULD HAVE ENdoUNTERED NE INFORMATION COVERED
IN ,THIS COURSE IF YOU HAD NOT TAKEN THE COURSE?

a. Yes, all of the information
b. Yes, Most.of the information
c. Some atf -the., information
d. Very little of the information
. Probably none of the information

4

--
*

-

(7) WAS ADEQUATE TIME ALLCMED DURING THCCOURSE TO ASK QUESTIONS THAT WERE PERTINENT .

40 PURSE CONTENT AS IT' RELATED TO YOUR JOB REQUIREPENTS? '
e .

.
a. Yes, sll_orthe,time )

...

b. Yes, si'ost of the time----
. c. Usually ,.

9
d. No, hardly ever
is. No, none of the' time

(8) WAS. 'MOST OF THIS COURSE A REPEAT OF THE INFORMATION WHICH YOU. HAD ENCOUNTERED
IN OTHER COURSES?.

a. Yes IP YES, WHAT COURSE OVERLAPPED WITH THE CONTENT OF THIS COURSE?rwroodo

.

b. ' No
. ,

. , .

'f:f
; , 1,,`,0%.'

1.4
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a

(9) WAS THE CLASS TOO LARGE?,

. Yee
b.' No

(10) WAS THE COURSE SolEDULED AT A TINE CONVINISNT TO YOUR NEEDS?

a. Yee
It

b. No,
(11) WAS THE COURSE SCHEDULED TIO LATE IN THE DAY?

a. Yee .

b. No

(12) WA' THE PARSE SCHEDULED TO9 EARLY IN THE DAY?

a. 'Yee
0,1

b. No

(13) SHOULD THE COURSE MEET,FOR A LONGER PERIOD OF TIME?

a. Yes 1-4

b. No

7

A

I.

N

(14) SHOULD THE COURSE MEET-FOR A SHORTER PERIOD OF TIMEt

a. Yes.1.14.
b. No

(15) WERE THE COURSE MATERIALS TOO. EXPENSIVE,

a. 'Yee 1F YES GIVE APPROXIMATE COST OF latli/ALS
b. No ,

z

(16) WERE THE FOLLOWING MATERIALS APPROPRIATE FOR'YOUR JCS RELATED NEEDS?.

BOOKS

ASSIGNMENTS

Yes No

Yes No '

AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS Yes -No
.

,

(1 )
.-

WERE THE FOLLOWING MATERIALS APPROPRIATE FOR mg INFORMATION COVERED
,IN THE COURSE?S.

BOOKS Yes No

ASSIGNMENTS Y.'-i; _yes Na

sO SUMO-VISUAL AIDS Yes No

,.\'1...., .

(18) IN GENERAL, THIS COURSE WASr-

a. Excellent
b. Above average
c. Average

d, Not very good.
. e. Not worth taking

-

.4

.t.1410tr . ,e4144#

t ?'
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Appendix C

.Summary of Principal Components-Analysis ot Participant Questionnaire

Items Alpha
-Loading

Estibtate

,

Vector 1: Materials .82

.(16) Were the following materials appropriate for your job
related npeds?

- 411L

BOOKS .

'Yes No .7794,
- -"-"*

ASSIGNVENTS Yes N6 . .1,6

sAUDIOVISUAL AIDS' Yes _____ No .450
,

4

(17) Were the forlowingtmaterials appropriate for the
information covered iri the course?'

,
-

BOOKS Yes , No .772,

-ASSIGNMENTS Yes No .743

AUDIOVISUAL.AIDS Yes No .473

Were ihe Course materials too expensive?

*

a. YES, GIVE APPROXIMATE COST OF MATERIALS .464

4 b. NO

(14) Should the course ffeet for,a shorter period of tiOe? .330

a. YES

b. NO

3
,

ut-



Items Loading

- 4

M.(2) Was the content covered in this course relevant tNo , .821

futurerequirements which you foresee as being irivolved
in your job role?

.

fdctor 2: Course Content

a. Always relevant

b. Relevent most of the time

c. Relevant half of the-time'

d. Occpsionally relevant

e. Rarely relevant
II

,

(3)4 Do you feel that the content coveiet in this course will
be-helpful in expandidg your job role or instituting new i
programs or services related to your job?

a. Extremely helpful

h. Moderately helpful

c. A bit helpful

d. .Not very helpful

es Not at all helpful

.(1). -Was the content covered in this oaurse relevant to your .742
,

present Job role?

a. Always relevant

K. Relevant most of the time

c. Relevant half of the time

d. Occasionally relevant

.
. .

.- e. Rarely relevant
.7 . .

.
,

(4) Do.you feel thaethe content covered in,this course will .642

help you in develbping your career?

a. Extremely helpful .,

b. Moderately helpful ,

c. A bit helpful .,

.

.

d. licit very helpful
,

_....,,.....

c

el- Not at all helpful .

Alpha
Estiiate.

cm

, 31

.,77



V

(7) Was adeqUate time allowed during the courae-to hak questions
_that were pertinent to course' cantent as it related to your .

job reqvirements? ,

40,

tr

- al Yea all of thestime

b.. Yes, most of the time

d. No, hardly ever

e. No, none of the title

r_

.355
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Items

Factor 3: Cour$e Scheduling .

:
(12) Wis theourse scheduled too.early in the dij? .847

a. I7es

(11) Was the civurse scheduled too late in:the day3

Alpha
Loading Estimate

.Yes'

b. .

.769

(14) Should the course meet.for a'shorter period of time? .618.

a. Yes

b. No

_
(10) Was the course scheduledlat a time\convenient to,

your needs?;
m.4

4, a. Yes

b. No

..536

f(13). Should the course meet for a longer period of time? .447

A

isr

a. Yes

b. No

4

.65'
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4r

r-Th

.Items Coading
Alpha

Estimate

Ffictor 4: Use and Uniqueness of the Information Presenteit .68
.

. t
.

.e

x(5)
Was the inIormation covered in this coutse new to you? .847 .

, .

a. Yes, all Of the information was new

b. Yes, post of the information was% new
s

c. Sone of the information s.as new'

d. No, most of the informat n Vas old

e. No, all of the_informatio was old

.(6) Do you think that you would have encountered the .807 T

information covered' in this. course if. you had not
taken th% course?

a. Ye'S, all' of the information

b Yes , mos t of the in fd rma t ion

c. Some of the knformation-

iv Very little of the information

e. *Probably none of the information

.16.111,

(8)% Was most of this course a repeat of 'the information .545
which xqu had encounteted in othei coutses?

a. Yes If Yes, what course ov4rlapped with the
content of this course?

b. NID

6
(4). Do you feef content covered in this course .392

will help yo in deve.loPing your career?

Extremely helpful,'

b. Moderately- helpful

c. A bit helpful

d. Not very helpful -

te_. Not at al 1 helpful

.

,s1

^

4.
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a A.

Loading
Al-pha

Estimate

Factor 5: Audiovisual Aids and Course Length

(17) Were the .follawing materials appropriafe for the
information covered in the course?

AUDIOVISUAL AIDS Yes No

,778

(16) Were,the following materials appropriate for your .764

job rlated needs?

AUDIOVISUAL AIDS Yes No
e

.56

(10) WAs the course scheduled at a time convenien.t .390 .!. .

.to your nebds?
. .

a. Yes

b. No

(13) the course meet for a longer period of time? .387

a.-'Yes

. b. No

Fp

7-=
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